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Hello everyone! My name is Marcel Howard, and I’m the Policy Analyst and Coordinator at Upstream based in New York City. I currently lead our work on climate change, environmental justice, as well as co-facilitating our two national reuse networks. Upstream is a national, and increasingly international, NGO that focuses on finding, making, and celebrating practical solutions that help people, businesses, and communities shift from single-use to reuse. Today, I’ll be covering some of the basics of reuse, how Upstream is leading the wider reuse movement forward, and I’ll finish by quickly covering some of the policy aspects of the reuse movement. Note: Some of the programs / projects I’ll cover today are lead by our Policy Director, Miriam Gordon; however, I will try my best to answer any questions you may have regarding them specifically. 



“We’re never going to be able to 
recycle or compost our way to a 
sustainable future. We have to work 
upstream to redesign the systems 
generating all the waste in the first 
place.”

- Upstream Founder, 
Bill Sheehan, Ph.D.
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Upstream was founded in 2003 as a public-interest, non-profit organization by a group of Zero Waste activists in the US and Canada. While working together in the 1990s, these leaders felt too many environmental groups were only focused on “downstream” or “end of pipe” solutions like recycling and composting. And as our Founder, Bill Sheehan once said, “We’re never going to be able to recycle or compost our way to a sustainable future. We have to work upstream to redesign the systems generating all the waste in the first place.” So, we’ve been hard at work for nearly 20 years on building a movement to “make throw-away go away” through business, policy and cultural innovation. 



We heart reuse

We can’t create a good 
quality of life for 7.5B people 
and growing on a “one-way 
throw-away” model. 
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Now, one thing that we know is that we can’t create a good quality of life for 7.5 billion people and continue using the current “one-way throw-away” model. 



70%
of litter on streets and in waterways is disposable food & beverage packaging
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The current “throw-away” model has created a disaster for our planet. One of the main contributors, and one of our main focus areas, is disposable food & beverage packaging. With about 70% of litter on the streets and in our waterways being disposable food and beverage packaging. Litter studies and coastal cleanup



We Can’t Recycle and Compost Our Way Out 

Recyclable- myth
○ Most recovered materials down-cycled- doesn’t turn off the tap

○ Foodware too dirty to recycle

○ Recyclable better for the environment only 56% of the time 

Compostable- myth
○ Only 14 of 182 compost facilities in CA process 

compostable plastic- but it creates a contaminated product

○ Food packaging lowers compost quality

○ Compostables in landfill =  30X more GHG impact than 
when composted 
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Now, most people try to solve this problem by focusing on how disposable products are managed at end-of-life. Like, making them more recyclable, or compostable. However, there is a lot mythology around the potential of these solutions. We know recyclable products are only better 56% of the time, as most recovered materials are downcycled or end-up in landfill or incineration, like foodware, because they are too contaminated to be recycled into new products. In addition, compostable products are also a bit of a myth. Foodware is often contaminated, which lowers the overall quality of compost - making most commercial composters not want the product. Plastic compostable products are often selected out of the compost piles and are sent to landfill, where it has 30x more GHG impact than composted food and organic waste. So, it’s obvious that Recycling and Composting isn’t going be our savior. �



Will Banning Plastic Solve the Problem?

150 MMT of plastic in our oceans as of 
2015*

and the problem is growing

Are single-use plastic bans the right 
solution?

*Ocean Conservancy and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment, Stemming the Tide: 
Land-based strategies for a plastic-free ocean (2015). Cited in Ellen MacArthur Foundation, The 
New Plastics Economy (2016).
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When we think about the single-use throw away culture and what we need to do to change it,  most people think about the 150 mmt of plastics in our oceans. But the question I’d like you to think about is whether banning single-use plastic is the right solution?�



The problem isn’t just plastic... it’s “single-use” itself
Bio-based plastic
○ Corn, sugar, starch, or other crops
○ Don’t degrade quickly enough; not all designed to biodegrade; contaminant in compost
○ Fossil fuels used to grow and process - agriculture impacts (water pollution)

Aluminum
○ Average recycled content 73%
○ Virgin aluminum = 5 x more carbon than recycled
○ Bauxite mining releases perfluorocarbons 9,200 times more harmful than CO2

Paper
○ Over ½ of paper produced = packaging (3 billion trees per year) 
○ Toxic chemicals 
○ Greater GHG emissions compared to plastic 

Wood / Bamboo
○ Impacts from monoculture
○ Biodiversity loss, heavy soil erosion, and sedimentation and eutrophication 
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Banning plastic will solve the single-use plastics problem. ��But the consequences of only focusing on one material type is that the alternative single-use materials have a host of environmental and human health impacts that mean - we are really just shifting impacts from plastics to other single-use alternatives. ��We will still have Pollution, climate, resource extraction, toxicity, and biodiversity impacts - that is caused by these regrettable substitutes. COVER Bullet points… 



Greenhouse gas 
emissions from 
products
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We also see disposable food & beverage packaging as a major contributor to overall US consumption-based emissions. So, this has substantially contributed to climate change, and reuse has the potential to be used as a climate change mitigation strategy. 
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Before we cover some of the networks and coalitions we help drive forward, let’s quickly cover some of the numbers we recently published in our Reuse Wins Report. ��In today’s one way throw away food service system, the Foodservice industry uses nearly 1 trillion pieces of disposable foodware / year and spends $24 billion on these items that consumers will use in a matter of minutes - or not at al l-This generates 9 million tons of waste - that’s equal to 25 empire state buildings- $6 billion in waste management costsAnd a lot of it never makes it into the waste system - our calculation is that these products account for 20 billion pieces of litter- local businesses, and cities spend $11.5 billion spent on litter cleanup/ year
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If able to shift on-site dining 100% to reusables and build out new reuse infrastructure in cities where 82% of the US pop resides then We could remove 86% of disposables from the system- i.e. 840 million pieces of packagingSave business $5 billion�Save communities $5 billion in waste management costsEliminate 17 billion pieces of litterCreate lots of local jobs in our communities in this beautiful new reuse economySo reuse is not only great for the environment, but also great for businesses and cities alike. 

https://upstreamsolutions.org/reuse-wins-report


Upstream & the Reuse 
Movement
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Now, I’m going to just quickly cover some of our work within the reuse movement. 



Upstream Reuse Networks 

National Reuse Network (NRN)
○ Activists, nonprofit organizations, and innovators
○ National collaboration and learning hub 
○ 396 members from across North America

Government Reuse Forum (GRF)
○ State and local government staff and elected officials
○ National collaboration and learning hub
○ 227 members from across North America
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The National Reuse Network (NRN) is a movement of activists, nonprofit organizations, and innovators creating a world without toxic, single-use food and beverage packaging. The network supports leaders working across the US to: Catalyze and pass policies that promote reuse and reduce single-use food and beverage packagingSave organizers time and support their effortsEnsure that reducing toxic chemicals in packaging and equity and justice are integrated in the policy work. The Government Reuse Forum (GRF) is a support network for US - based state and local government staff and elected officials to develop and launch policies and infrastructure to steward the transition from single-use to reuse. The forum supports leaders across the US to:Creating a learning and collaboration space that fosters insight into the policies and infrastructure solutions needed to shift throw-away culture. Catalyze and pass policies that promote reuse and reduce single-use food and beverage packagingAccelerate the growth of innovative / start-up businesses that are providing reusable solutions. The NRN and GRF are also a space for continued learning, strategy development, and resource sharing. Resources include:Model policies and tracking of new policies and reuse systemsOrganizing and strategic plansWritten and digital resourcesTraining for local activistsCommunications templatesA map of policies and reuse systemsOpportunities to connect with reuse businesses Resources for the GRF include:Model policies and tracking of new policies and reuse systemsEducational materialsA map of policies and reuse systemsOpportunities to connect with innovators in the reuse business marketplaceA resource directory for nonprofits willing to help 



Reusable Community Coalitions 
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In addition to the NRN and GRF, we work closely with local community stakeholders to develop Reusable Community Coalitions across the country. We take a seed and feed approach:We work to SEED reusable community coalitions by working to engage local advocates, businesses, nonprofits, and concerned citizens and helping them to shape a structured coalition We work to FEED these same coalitions with resources, such as educational materials, model policies, campaign ideas for them to be successful in doing their on-the-ground advocacy work. This SEED and FEED approach has allowed Upstream to act as a key thought-leader for the wider reuse movement and helps push reuse concepts and policies forward. We plant the seeds, and keep watering them to let them grow! More recently, we’ve established the Reusable Coalition Leadership Network (RCLN) as a space where leaders of each community coalition can come together to discuss best practices, and how to align the wider movement to tackle similar issues in varying communities. For 2022, our focus will be on continuing to expand our Reusable Community Coalition network beyond the current 19 communities. A few new coalitions popping up include:ReusableBaltimoreReusableColumbus ReusableHawaiiReusableAustinReusableMiami 



Upstream Policy Work
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Now, I want to finish the presentation by covering some of the policy strategies we champion here at Upstream. 



Imagine a city where...

● All restaurants serve on real plates, cutlery and cups. 

● To-go coffee is provided in returnable reusable cups. 

● Take-out and delivery is provided in reusable to-go 
containers that are easily returned.

● At public venues, water is provided in reusable bottles.

● At the ballpark, everyone is drinking beer and soda out 
of real cups. 

● You can get groceries, cleaning, and personal care 
products delivered to your home in reusable 
containers- or in reusable containers at the store.
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So, I want us to just take a moment and imagine a city where… 



● Thousands of people are employed in 
delivery, pick-up, cleaning, stocking 
logistics.  

● Litter and solid waste costs are down 

● Community pride is up. 

● None of these innovations required you to 
bring your own anything. 

● Community leaders and policymakers 
worked to create the conditions for this 
thriving reuse economy. 

And in this city...
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And in this city… Now, this is what we envision in the new reuse economy. 



Policy Shift: Waste Management to Waste 
Prevention

● Decades of focus on
diversion from landfill

● Reduce and reuse must
be stand-alone policy goals

● To be effective, they need 
specific enforceable metrics
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Now, how do we get to this imagined city?? Well, first we must recognize the importance of a policy shift from waste management to waste prevention… Recent state policy proposals, like the California Circular Economy and Plastic Pollution Reduction Act of 2020, have started the conversation about source reduction. The bills (SB 54 and AB 1080) aim to establish a comprehensive framework for helping the state to meet its already existing goal of achieving a 75% reduction of solid waste generation via source reduction, recycling, and composting of throw-away packaging and foodware products by 2032.  This approach misses the point that source reduction must be a separate goal from recycling and composting- with separate and specific enforceable metrics. Otherwise, producers and regulators will continue to focus largely on recycling and compost, the strategies that they are most familiar with - those that don’t require huge shifts in infrastructure or funding. 



Two Main Policy 
Approaches 

1. REDUCE - eliminate the 
unnecessary 
stuff

1. REUSE -make reuse and 
refill 
the norm
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Once we’re able to shift the focus to waste prevention, Upstream’s two main policy approaches include: Reduce and reuse! 



Strategy #1 - Reduce as Much 
as Possible

1. Ban single-use products where it 
leads to a reuse option:

● Plastic bags         reusable bags
(CA, Conn, DE, HI, ME, NY, OR, VT)

● Hotel toiletries        bulk dispensers
(NY State, CA; Co. of Santa Cruz, CA; 
Bellingham, WA)

● Beverage bottles        refill stations
All legislation to date bans plastic bottles 
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�



Strategy #1 - Reduce as Much as 
Possible 
2. Enact accessories on request laws
upstreamsolutions.org/skip-the-stuff

56 policies to date including 2 states (CA and WA)
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Next, we have policies that are accessories upon request laws. These laws help reduce the use of unnecessary single-use disposable items at the source, as many times individuals do not actually need foodware accessories with their food orders. I know DC is already taking the right steps forward with this strategy, as DCs “upon request” law just went into effect at the beginning of this month. These laws can vary widely across the country, but Upstream has produced a #SkipTheStuff campaign and model policy to help jurisdictions introduce and enact such legislation. You’ll be able to learn more about our #SkipTheStuff Campaign and current enacted legislation via our website, and I’ll drop a link to the URL in the chat. 



Strategy #2: Transition the Rest to 
Reusable/Refillable

1. Sector-wide targets for reusable 
packaging- built into bottle bills & EPR

1. Only reusable foodware for on-site dining-
CITIES: Berkeley was FIRST. Arcata, CA; Bellingham, WA; 
Culver City, CA; Fairfax, CA; Palm Springs, CA; San Anselmo, 
CA; Santa Rosa, CA; Quezon City, Philippines; COUNTRIES:
Chile, France, Taiwan

1. Consumer charges for throw-away cups 
and containers: Arcata, Berkeley, Fairfax, San 
Anselmo, Santa Cruz City & Co., Vancouver, B.C.

1. Reuse at government events (San Francisco)
and workplaces (Scotland, Dublin, Cork) and 
in procurement

McDonald’s conversion to reuse in Berkeley
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Strategy #3- Hold Producers Accountable-
EPR for packaging -

Strategy #4: Use a Justice and Equity Lens

Strategy #5- Provide Economic Support and 
Incentives for Businesses

Strategy #6- Add Precautions for Disposable 
Foodware

6.1 - Only recyclable or compostable that can be 
managed locally

6.2 - Ban Priority Classes of Chemicals in Foodware 
and specific plastics

Strategy #7- Ensure reusables are non-toxic
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�EPR - Holds producers responsible for their products end-of-life waste management. Where the producers would be responsible for collecting products at the end of their life, and disposing of it properly. 



Important Links

○ Reuse Policy Playbook
○ Reuse Wins Report 
○ National Reuse Network (NRN) Sign up
○ Government Reuse Forum (GRF) Sign up
○ #SkipTheStuff Campaign and model 

policy
○ Reusable Community Coalition Sign up
○ Upstream Email Listserv
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Lastly, I just wanted to close out by highlighting a few important links. The Reuse Policy Playbook dives deeper into the policy strategies we discussed today, and provides a roadmap for reuse for policymakers and advocatesThe Reuse Wins Report is a deep dive into Life-Cycle Analysis (LCAs) and makes the case on why reuse beats single-use for the environment, and businesses as it saves them money 

https://upstreamsolutions.org/reuse-acceleration-policies
https://upstreamsolutions.org/reuse-wins-report
https://upstreamsolutions.org/national-reuse-network
https://upstreamsolutions.org/government-reuse-forum
https://upstreamsolutions.org/skip-the-stuff
https://upstreamsolutions.org/community-coalitions
https://upstreamsolutions.org/#newsletter
https://upstreamsolutions.org/#newsletter


Follow us on SOCIAL:
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn

TUNE IN: to the Indisposable 
Podcast

SUBSCRIBE: to our YouTube 
Channel

https://www.instagram.com/upstreamsolutions/
https://www.facebook.com/UPSTREAMsolutions.org/
https://www.facebook.com/UPSTREAMsolutions.org/
https://twitter.com/upstream_org
https://twitter.com/upstream_org
http://linkedin.com/company/upstreamsolution
https://www.upstreamsolutions.org/podcasts
https://www.upstreamsolutions.org/podcasts
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4JQHgDcamvZi2UsE2SSJxA?sub_confirmation=1
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